Abstract: Atmospheric air-filled hollow core (HC) fibers, representing the simplest yet reliable form of gas-filled hollow core fiber, show remarkable nonlinear properties and have several interesting applications such as pulse compression, frequency conversion and supercontinuum generation. Although the propagation of sub-picosecond and few hundred picosecond pulses are well-studied in air-filled fibers, the nonlinear response of air to pulses with a duration of a few picoseconds has interesting features that have not yet been explored fully. Here, we experimentally and theoretically study the nonlinear propagation of ~6 ps pulses in three different types of atmospheric air-filled HC fiber. With this pulse length, we were able to explore different nonlinear characteristics of air at different power levels. Using in-house-fabricated, state-of-the-art HC photonic bandgap, HC tubular and HC Kagomé fibers, we were able to associate the origin of the initial pulse broadening process in these fibers to rotational Raman scattering (RRS) at low power levels. Due to the broadband and low loss transmission window of the HC Kagomé fiber we used, we observed the transition from initial pulse broadening (by RRS) at lower powers, through long-range frequency conversion (2330 cm −1 ) with the help of vibrational Raman scattering, to broadband (~700 nm) supercontinuum generation at high power levels. To model such a wide range of nonlinear processes in a unified approach, we have implemented a semi-quantum model for air into the generalized nonlinear Schrodinger equation, which surpasses the limits of the common single damping oscillator model in this pulse length regime. The model has been validated by comparison with experimental results and provides a powerful tool for the design, modeling and optimization of nonlinear processes in air-filled HC fibers. Bufetov, "Propagation of femtosecond pulses in a hollow-core revolver fibre," Quantum Electron. 46(7), 617-626 (2016).
Introduction
Recent demonstrations of Gigawatt class pulsed power lasers with high repetition rates in commercial tabletop form have introduced new developments in some applications such as micro-surgery [1], micro-machining [2], and biophotonics [3] . However, as conventional solid-core fibers can only handle pulse powers less than MW at picosecond range [4] , due to their low damage threshold and high nonlinearity, the delivery of such ultra-high power pulses in a flexible and reliable form is mostly limited to free space setups. Hollow core fibers (HCFs), can offer much higher power delivery capability with considerably higher damage threshold and significantly lower nonlinearity [5] . Among the different types of HCFs, hollow core photonic bandgap fibers (HC-PBGFs) have demonstrated the lowest loss and the fabrication technology is relatively mature [6] . However, they suffer a lower damage threshold in comparison to other forms of HCF due to the larger overlap between the guided optical field and cladding glass [7] . On the other hand, recently introduced and rapidly developing HCFs with a negative-curvature core boundary (hypocycloid) (e.g. HC Kagomé fiber (HC-KF) and HC Tubular fiber (HC-TFs)) [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] offer a considerably lower overlap between the air-guided field and cladding glass, leading to a significant increase in damage threshold, to levels well beyond that of HC-PBGFs. Furthermore, at wavelengths around 1 µm and below, HC-KFs and HC-TFs can now achieve a loss comparable to, or even lower than, HC-PBGFs. These features, alongside their multiple and broad transmission windows, make them attractive to study and exploit broadband nonlinear processes in gases, such as stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), frequency comb generation, and supercontinuum generation (SG) [7] .
The ambient air that can be found in the core of HCFs, has an almost two orders of magnitude lower nonlinearity (~6 × 10 −23 m 2 /W) than silica glass (2 × 10 −22 m 2 /W) [13] [14] [15] . However, its nonlinearity can still have significant effects on the propagation of high peak power pulses, that can lead to spectral broadening, pulse distortion and ultimately loss of power, all of which are typically detrimental in power delivery applications. For some applications, however, the nonlinear processes can be exploited for pulse modification [16, 17] , new frequency generation [18] , or even broad SG with a very high power density due to the very high damage threshold of HCFs and the confined gas within the core [7, 19] . The simplicity of air-filled HCFs, combined with their very long light-matter interactions, motivated the exploration of potential applications in recent works [20, 21] . To support such experimental works there is a clear need for appropriate tools for modeling the pulse propagation in air-filled fibers.
In recent years, there have been several experimental studies on pulse propagation in airfilled HCFs in different pulse regimes, ranging from few femtosecond to nanosecond pulses [20, [22] [23] [24] [25] . Each experiment has shown a specific characteristic of the nonlinear processes in air. Yet, to the best of our knowledge, a study that illustrates a broad range of nonlinear phenomena and observes clear fingerprints of both vibrational Raman scattering (VRS) and rotational Raman scattering (RRS) has not yet been reported. The ultra-short pulse regime (sub-ps duration) can introduce a broad supercontinuum expanding through many fiber transmission bands, as demonstrated in different types of HCFs including HC-KFs and HCTFs [19, 20] . Although, in this regime, very interesting results are obtained through a variety of nonlinear processes, the clear signature of Raman scattering is absent. In this case, the mixed effect of four wave mixing (FWM) and SRS in the output pulse, and more specifically the lack of a clear sign of VRS, significantly reduce the ability to study in detail the RRS and VRS processes. Furthermore, it is challenging to resolve the evolution from an initial single dominant Raman/FWM excitation to a broad supercontinuum spectrum.
In contrast, long pulses (e.g. hundreds of picosecond to nanosecond pulses) show much more detail in terms of Raman scattering and can produce sharp and clear Raman peaks even at very high powers [20] . In this regime, not only can VRS be observed distinctively, but the RRS peaks corresponding to higher order Stokes can be distinguished, in contrast to the broadening effects seen with femtosecond pulses. However, to achieve broad SG in this regime, impractically high power input pulses are necessary, which limits the understanding of the broadening process and practicality of the system. Recently, the dynamics of pulse propagation in both regimes has been experimentally demonstrated in two separate atmospheric air-filled HCFs (negative-curvature HC-KFs) pumped by 100 fs and 300 ps pulses in different setups [20] . Here we study the nonlinear evolution dynamics for pulse durations in the middle of the aforementioned range, which complements existing results and helps constructing a comprehensive picture of the nonlinear response in air-filled HCFs.
In this work, by selecting appropriate pulse parameters we experimentally observed a variety of nonlinear processes. In addition to variations in the pulse characteristics (e.g. pulse length and peak power), we have experimentally compared different types of HCFs (i.e. HC-PBGF, HC-KF and HC-TF), in order to provide insight into the influence of the HCF itself. Furthermore, in order to be able to theoretically reproduce the results over a broad spectral range, we have implemented a semi-quantum model of the roto-vibrational Raman process in bi-atomic molecules to simulate the nonlinear behavior of air with a sufficiently good precision. Using this model, the nonlinear dynamics of pulse propagation have been simulated in different scenarios yielding a very good agreement with experimental results. This provides a useful tool for analyzing the nonlinear behavior of air-filled HCFs.
Experimental setup and results

Fiber characteristics
In addition to their ability to confine gas, guide light for a long distance and therefore provide long gas-light interaction lengths, HCFs can profoundly influence the pulse propagation dynamics. Thus, their optical and geometrical characteristics are of critical importance in determining the pulse propagation dynamics, as exemplified in this study.
Based on their guidance mechanism, HCFs can be categorized into two major types: photonic bandgap fibers (PBGFs) and anti-resonance/inhibited coupling fibers (ARFs). In this work, to study the effect of the fiber characteristics on the nonlinear behavior of air, we have experimentally explored pulse propagation in three different designs of in-house-fabricated HCFs, more specifically: HC-PBGF [26], HC negative-curvature Kagomé (HC-KF) [27] and HC nodeless tubular (HC-TF) fibers. All the fibers used in this study represent, or are similar to, the state-of-the-art in their respective categories. While the guidance mechanism is clear in the first type (HC-PBGF), in the last two cases the guidance mechanism has been associated either to anti-resonance effects from glass membranes adjacent to air-core [28-30], or to inhibited coupling effect between core mode and cladding modes [31] [32] [33] . Here, without any intention to dive into any explanation of their guidance mechanism, the fibers have been chosen for their great potential to generate gas-based nonlinear processes and for the sake of studying the effects, challenges, and performance of our model. HC-PBGFs, despite their narrow transmission window, have shown the lowest experimental loss among any other type of HCFs [34] . Here, we have fabricated and used a 37-cell HC-PBGF to achieve very low loss; the fiber cross section is shown in the scanning electron micrograph (SEM) image in Fig. 1(a) . The fiber has a core diameter of ~21.5µm and a main low loss transmission window from 1010 nm to 1096 nm. Its average loss is 13.6 dB/km and the lowest loss is 12.3 dB/km at 1046 nm (one of the best values ever reported for this kind of fiber). The measured cutback loss and calculated dispersion profile (found using commercial finite element (FEM) mode solver (COMSOL)) are shown in Fig.  1(b) . Although the HC-PBGFs have a very low experimental loss, the significant overlap between the air-guided field and the cladding glass and their narrow transmission window limit their usage for high power applications and broadband nonlinear processes.
On the other hand, HC-KFs with higher damage threshold and broad multiband transmission windows can overcome the limitations of HC-PBGFs. Here, we use an in-housefabricated 7-cell HC-KF with low loss and low bend loss (in comparison to other ARFs) [27] . The fiber has a large bandwidth centered around a wavelength of 1 µm, which is perfectly matched to our ps source. Figure 1(c) shows an SEM image of the cross-section of the fiber, which has a core diameter of 43 µm and an average core wall thickness of ~375 nm. The minimum loss of 12.3 dB/km is at 1010 nm and the 3 dB bandwidth is 150 nm. Its transmission window spans from 850 nm to 1700 nm, with an average loss of less than 200 dB/km as shown in Fig. 1(d) . This broad transmission window makes the fiber a suitable host for the observation of wideband nonlinear processes. To simulate its dispersion, we have used a well-developed, suitably modified model based on the analytical dispersion of a hollow capillary, which was proven to be accurate enough for the spectral range of this work [35] :
Here c is the speed of light,
where AP a is an area-preserving core diameter of the HC-KF and t is the thickness of the core-surrounding glass membranes [35] .
( , , ) gas n PT ω is the refractive index of the gas inside the fiber core and is a function of pressure (P) and temperature (T). Using Eq. (1) and a known model for air [36] , we calculated the dispersion of our HC-KF at experimental conditions (T ≈290 K°, P ≈1 atm) as presented in Fig. 1(d) . According to our simulations, the percentage of airguided field in the cladding glass for this fiber is of the order of 10 −5 , which leads to a high damage threshold (approximately two orders of magnitude higher than that of HC-PBGF [7] ). Although this fiber has a higher order transmission window below 800 nm in addition to the fundamental one that would make it possible to explore inter-transmission band nonlinear processes, this work only focuses on the study and observation of nonlinearity in the fundamental transmission window.
Another type of HC negative-curvature fiber, with a reasonably low loss and ultra-broad multiband transmission windows, is HC-TF. Recent studies have shown the potential of these fibers to ultimately achieve a lower level of loss and greater polarization control than HCPBGFs [11, 31, 37] and an octave-spanning version has been demonstrated recently with loss compatible with short range data transmission applications [38] . Here, we use an in-housemade 7-tube silica HC-TF with a core diameter of ~35.8 µm and an inner jacket tube diameter of ~76.7 µm. Figure 1(e) shows an optical microscopic image of the fiber cross-section. With an average tube thickness of ~775 nm, the second low loss antiresonance band of the fiber is located between 850 and 1355 nm. The fibre loss in this transmission window is shown in Fig. 1 (f) alongside its simulated dispersion profile using the FEM mode solver similar to [38] .
Experimental setup
We have used a commercially available Trumpf TruMicro 5050 © [39] laser for our experiments. This source produces ~6 ps pulses with a 200kHz repetition rate at 1030 nm and variable energy of up to 250 µJ per pulse (average power ≈50W). The output is a collimated beam of diameter 5.4 mm, and the M 2 value is 1.08. To couple the laser pulses into the fiber, we used a coupling system composed of a variable beam expander (Jenoptik 1x-4x, AE 1614, 1030-1080 nm, transmission ≥97%) followed by a focusing lens (Thorlabs LA4148-B-ML, fused silica plan-convex lens with 50mm focal length, BBAR coating 650-1050nm), Fig. 2 . To maximize the power launched into the fundamental mode of the fiber, the fiber input facet is positioned using a micrometer positioning stage at the focal point of the focusing lens. The beam expander is used to adjust the width of the collimated beam (here operated in reverse to reduce the beam diameter), such that a beam waist with the optimum width for a fundamental mode launch of each fiber is obtained at the position of the fiber input. The beam expander is fine-tuned by monitoring and maximizing the output power of the fiber (measured using a Gentec UP55N-300F-H9-D0 power meter) which indicates an optimum fundamental mode launch due to the substantially higher propagation losses of higher-order modes. As an additional precaution, a camera is used to monitor and detect scattered light from the fiber input facet. The amount of scattered light from the glass microstructure is minimized by fine-tuning the fiber input position, which further reduces the risk of damage to the input facet. The fiber under test is loosely coiled to approximately 30-40cm coil diameter. The output power of the fiber is measured using a power meter (Gentec UP55N-300F-H9-D0). To measure the optical spectrum, a small portion of the output beam is reflected off a glass wedge and coupled into an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA, Ando AQ6317B, 600-1750 nm). 
Experimental results
In this section, a range of experimental results for different pulse powers launched into a sample of each fiber will be presented and studied. To start with, we conducted our experiments with low power pulses, launched into 5m and 9.6m of atmospheric air-filled samples of HC-PBGF and HC-TF, respectively, to cover two different categories of HCFs and to study the effect of the fiber characteristics on the optical output. The measured output spectra for both fibers are shown in Fig. 3 , for different average laser output power (P avg ). Coupling losses were ~0.3 dB and ~0.6 dB for the HC-TF and HC-PBGF respectively. In both cases, the measured output spectra show broadening around the pump wavelength caused by SPM, while sidebands start to appear at higher powers with consistent frequency detuning from the pump in both cases (as noted in Fig. 3(a,b) ). The presented power levels in figures are measured at OSA and not representing the actual output power of the fibers.
Sidebands at 1036nm and 1023nm could in principle be caused by FWM, however, according to
, the dependency of detuning on pulse power and dispersion should clearly affect the position of the peaks in both experiments, when dissimilar pulse powers and fibers are used. Here 0 , , , n P γ β Ω are the nonlinear coefficient, n th derivative of β , pump power, and phase matching detuning of Stokes respectively. To distinguish the FWM peaks from RRS peaks, in Fig. 3(c,d) , we have plotted the phase matching condition (PMC) detuning for each P avg . The phase matching condition for PBGF would be out of the range of the plotted spectrum. The clear difference between the phase matching wavelengths and the actual peaks confirms the influence of RRS. In more detail, the first Stokes (1036 nm) and anti-Stokes Raman peaks (1023nm) appear at P avg > 2W and P avg > 5W for HC-TF and HC-PBGF, respectively. These frequency shifts are in a very good agreement with the rotational Raman shifts of Nitrogen (J = 6) and are consistent with the Nitrogen concentration in air (80%), while the different threshold powers at which the peaks begin to emerge can be explained by the difference in length and core size of each fiber. Meanwhile, the clear influence of nonlinear Kerr effects on the pulse and on the RRS peaks can be seen in the shape of the pump and sideband spectra [41] . Here, comparing two different categories of fibers has enabled us to understand the effect of fiber characteristics (primarily dispersion) on the emergence of broadening effects at their initial stages. As the power increases (P avg > 7W) for the HC-TF, higher orders of Stokes appear at is distinguishable in the output spectra. Although both fibers presented similar nonlinear outputs despite the markedly different dispersion properties, we found their damage thresholds to be considerably different. In the HC-TF, we could transmit up to 50W (P avg ), limited by the maximum power of our source, without observing any damage. In the HC-PBGF, however, we observed sudden damage to the end facet at a much lower input power level, resulting in the partial or complete destruction of the microstructure extending from the end-facet and several mm into the fibre. Repeated trials resulted in such damage occurring in a range of input power levels between 5 W and 9 W under similar coupling conditions. The end-facet damage is attributed to power leakage into the clad-glass beyond the damage threshold of the glass.
Similar to the HC-TF, HC-KF has 2-3 order of magnitude lower power fraction in the glass than HC-PBGF and can tolerate higher power pulses. Therefore, to study nonlinear effects at higher powers we compared the HC-TF results with results obtained with a 13.8 m sample of our HC-KF (Fig. 1(c) ). The wider transmission window with low loss profile in this latter fiber facilitates the study of VRS when the pulse power reaches the threshold for the first vibrational Stokes. Figure 4 (a,b) show the output spectrum of the HC-TF and HC-KF for P avg = 10, 15, 20 W and P avg = 2, 5, 10, 15, 20 W, respectively. As the power increases, the main pulse experiences broadening from a mixture of nonlinear phenomena initiated by RRS (e.g. higher order RRS, FWM, SPM, etc.) and long before any sign of VRS at P avg = 20 W for HC-TF (Fig. 4(a) ).
On the other hand, in the HC-KF, similar to the previous cases, sideband peaks with the same frequency shifts grow around similar input power (~5 W); this again confirms the insensitivity of the process to the fiber characteristics and the dominance of RRS. However, there is a clear sign of a 2330 cm −1 shifted peak (at ~1355 nm) associated with VRS of Nitrogen at P avg = 5 W. The difference of the VRS threshold in both cases mainly comes from the high loss of the HC-TF at the VRS wavelength ( Fig. 1(f) ) in comparison to that of the HC-KF, with minor effects arising from their characteristic differences (i.e. fiber length and core size). It can be seen how the pulse duration in this experiment results in a good balance between pump broadening and energy transfer to the vibrational levels, making it possible to distinguish the signature of VRS very clearly [20] . This effect is modeled in the following sections. Furthermore, the first sign of roto-vibrational Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering are clear around the main peak of VRS as labeled in Fig. 4(b) at P avg = 10 W. This initiates the broadening effect of the VRS sidebands and which is similar to that at the main pump wavelength. At powers above ~20 W, the pump and vibrational Raman peaks experience a rapidly-growing broadening effect, which is initiated by the RRS lines of Nitrogen and is accelerated further by the Kerr nonlinearity with a similar pattern in both fibers, as seen in Fig. 4(c,d) . These broadening processes from pump and VRS peaks continue until they start overlapping and create a broadband supercontinuum extending over a bandwidth of ~750 nm in the HC-KF. In the case of the HC-TF, the high loss of the fiber outside the anti-resonance window reduces the bandwidth of the supercontinuum to only ~400 nm. On the other hand, the HC-KF output shows a very broad supercontinuum with a fairly flat feature (~10 dB over 500nm). In fact, such a broadband output is generated with the help of the spectral wings from the main pump and VRS peak (second pump) in the form of a 'dual pump' SG scheme. This, in principle, can decrease the required launched power to achieve a similar bandwidth in conventional 'single pump' broadening schemes for the same initial pulse width, since the necessary broadening in each 'pump' can be achieved with lower power.
The consistency in the position of the initial sideband peaks in all three fibers at low input power and the appearance of similar vibrational peaks followed by spectral broadening (in two of the fibers) confirms that the detailed nonlinearity of air has a more significant effect than the dispersion related to waveguiding effects due to the fibers. The possibility of observing the dynamics of the nonlinear process in this setup by only tuning the pump power ranging from control of the Stokes and anti-Stokes sidebands, large Raman frequency down conversion (VRS) to broadband SG, introduces a powerful and tunable source with high spectral power density and broadband spectral output for many applications. Moreover, the complex nonlinear evolution provides a good test and means of verifying our numerical model which is described in the next section.
Modelling high power pulse propagation in air-filled HC fiber
In order to model high-power pulse propagation in air-filled HCFs a robust method is needed to handle both the linear and nonlinear phenomena. Among many different methods and equations (e.g. coupled-mode Raman-FWM, Beam propagation method, etc.) [40] , the Generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equation (GNLSE) is one of the most common, reliable and accurate equations to model the dynamics of pulse propagation in a nonlinear waveguide (i.e. optical fibers). The GNLSE can model a range of phenomena by including key elements from linear chromatic dispersion to delayed molecular nonlinear effects. Despite its success in many fields, the common models for air are not suited for this equation and the most recent studies on air-filled HCFs used a very simplified model for nonlinearity of air [19, 22, 42, 43] , which struggles to correctly model the detailed nonlinear behavior of air. In this study we address this problem by adopting a more comprehensive model which we then validate through comparison with experimental results.
In general, it would be challenging to model the optical behavior of a gas mixture, due to the multi-molecule nature of the gas. However, in case of air, it can be significantly simplified by considering the diatomic model of Nitrogen (~80%) and Oxygen (~20%) as the dominant gases involved in the optical process. Although this can reduce the complexity of the process, including proper details in the model of each gas is crucial to produce realistic and reliable results, since oversimplification can generate discrepancies between simulations and experimental results.
Here, to present a comprehensive model for the nonlinear behavior of air in the adaptive form with the GNLSE and to also include propagation of the pulse throughout the air-filled fibers, the dynamics of the pulse is assumed to be governed by the GNLSE in a co-moving frame with the central frequency of the pulse. This formulation includes the loss, dispersion and nonlinear properties of air, as well as all the waveguiding properties of the fiber. It can be represented by: f is the fractional contribution of the Raman response to the total nonlinear response. In the regime of moderately high pulse power (but still far from the ionization energy of the material), ( ) H t is the most important function, that includes almost all nonlinear effects at the molecular level and that needs to be properly defined to achieve accurate results.
Considering the causality for the Raman response and using the Kramers-Kronig principle, the simplest form of nonlinear response can be defined in the well-established form of a single damped oscillator (SDO) [44] 42] . To illustrate some disadvantages of the SDO model for air in our pulse length regime, a few experimental results of air-filled HC-KF (Fig. 4(b) ) were simulated using the SDO and are shown in Fig. 5 . Here, not only the SDO was unable to correctly model the initial position of the sideband peaks and broadening effects at low power, but it also completely omits VRS, which is vital in this pulse duration regime, and therefore the SDO produces incorrect results. In the following, we describe the implementation of a comprehensive model of the air response using the GNLSE, which reproduces well the experimental results of different air-filled HCFs. (Fig. 4(b) ) and GNLSE simulation results using SDO model for air (a) P avg = 10 W, (b) P avg = 15 W, (c) P avg = 25 W. The SDO model cannot properly predict A. the position of the RRS at low power. B. VRS is not reproduced at all. C. The broadening effect is not correctly reproduced due to lack of VRS.
Semi-quantum model for air
Unlike solid materials, where molecules are limited to vibrational states, it is well known that gases can also have rotational states, which can be involved in RRS (subject to their Raman activity). Although general modeling of rotational states and rotational scattering can be challenging for complex molecules, a semi-quantum model (SQM) for simple diatomic molecules, such as Nitrogen and Oxygen (most frequent molecules in air), can provide enough information and accuracy to model the behavior of the molecule in interaction with high power pulses. Generally, the full rotational Raman response of each gas is a collective response of transitions from individual rotational states, which depend on the energy level and population of each rotational state, as introduced in [45] [46] [47] . Although the quantum Schrödinger equation can be used to calculate the rotational states and their energy levels, thanks to a much less onerous classical approach to calculate the angular momentum and energy of rotational levels, the implementation of their quantum mechanical property is straightforward [48] .
For linear diatomic molecules such as Nitrogen and Oxygen by considering a rigid linear rotor as their molecular model and implementing the angular momentum principle, the energy of an individual rotational state (J) can be calculated as ( 1)
where B is the rotational constant of the rotor and h is Planck's constant. In this representation, RRS arises from rotational level changes caused by an excitation field. The excitation/ relaxation of rotational states creates rotational Raman Stokes/anti-Stokes, respectively, with a frequency shift proportional to the energy difference between the initial and final states of the molecule. However, the change in energy levels is not arbitrary, but determined by the selection rule of 2 J Δ = ± [48] , which implies a rotational Raman frequency shift of 2 (2 3)
+ . In addition to the frequency shift, the intensity of each individual transition is also needed to complete the model. For each Raman transition ( J ω ), the intensity is proportional to the population of the initial state and the Placzek-Teller coefficient of transition from the initial to final state [49] . In more detail, the population of each state is defined by the MaxwellBoltzmann thermal distribution, the quantum degeneracy of the initial state (2J + 1) and the isotopic effect. Taking all these factors into account, the total rotational Raman response of the diatomic gas ( ( )
( / ) ( ) ( ) sin(4 (2 3)), the measured values in [51] . Here, for the sake of simplicity, a few factors such as centrifugal force, Stark effect, etc. are not included in the model, which have a very small effect on the results in the experimental environment (i.e. temperature and pressure stability). Figure 6 (a) shows a comparison between the time domain rotational Raman response for Nitrogen using the SDO and Eq. (4) as SQM. Although the SDO can mimic the first oscillating part of the response (t < 1 ps) (inset of Fig. 6(a) ), which may be enough to model the SG process initiated by high-power short pulses [19, 20] , the lack of the other oscillating peaks affects the accuracy of the model in reproducing the mutual effects of the Raman and Kerr processes. This can be seen more clearly in the frequency domain, as shown in Fig.  6(b,c) . The essential difference between the real and imaginary parts of both responses sets the major imbalance between the Raman and parametric gains in each model. Besides, the SDO model, not only cannot recreate the full rotational Raman response of the system, but it also fails to model the mutual interaction of rotational and vibrational states (roto-vibrational Raman scattering). Here, to achieve a full Raman response of the molecule we follow a similar approach as for the rotational states and include the roto-vibrational Raman transitions. By using this form of GNLSE, any number of materials can be included in the simulation without adding any extra computational burden. Also, despite its complex look, once Eqs. (4-6) are calculated using commonly accepted values in the literature for j n at the experimental condition (i.e. T = 300 K, P = 1 atm) [13, 15] and at the initial time grid points of the simulation, they can be included in the GNLSE without any extra computational cost, like one does with the SDO.
To model the pulse propagation dynamics, the modified GNLSE (Eq. (7)) was solved numerically by the split-step method with direct calculation of the linear part ( ( ) D ω ), and by use of a fifth order Rung-Kutta method for the nonlinear operator [53] , with an adaptive step approach [54] to increase efficiency and speed. Here, special care was taken to eliminatethrough imposition of artificially high loss at long wavelengths -the spurious Raman peaks that might otherwise reappear at short wavelengths due to periodic boundaries of the FFT.
To fit the parameters of the model we used the experimental data of the HC-KF transmission experiment. Best fit was obtained for Excellent agreement can be seen at low input powers, where the simulations reproduce well both the RRS and VRS dynamics, Fig. 7(c) . As the power increases the signature of higher order RRS, alongside the roto-vibrational Raman scattering is also well reproduced (Fig. 7(d) ). As discussed previously, increasing the input power not only stimulates higher order Raman peaks, but it also produces noticeable broadenings from the Kerr nonlinearity, which plays a key role in the sideband expansion. This broadening process is well reproduced, as shown by the snapshots at which the input laser and VRS bands start to overlap (Fig. 7(e,f) , at ~1250nm). Such an accurate simulated behavior can only be possible thanks to the implementation of the full Raman response described above. As the input power increases further, the dynamics of the process become more sensitive to the parameters of the fiber. We believe that some of the discrepancies at the highest peak powers are mostly due to insufficiently inaccurate modeling of the dispersion in the vicinity of the VRS wavelength, which is close to the clad-core mode crossing of the fiber (~1360nm).
To further verify the model and the fitting values ( In these experiments, as previously discussed, the pulse duration plays a major role in the pulse evolution dynamics, and in particular on the observation or not of the VRS peak in the output spectrum. To demonstrate this point, we have used the previous model to study pulse propagation along the same 13.8m of HC-KF discussed above, for shorter (0.8 ps) and longer (50 ps) pulse durations. In both cases, we have conserved the pulse energy, 200 µJ, equivalent to the P avg = 40 W for the 6 ps pulse above (i.e. 6 ps at 200 KHz repetition rate). Figure 9(a) shows that for an 800 fs pulse, unlike the 6 ps pulse, the appearance of VRS features are masked by the faster broadening of the pulse due to soliton fission, soliton frequency shifting and other Kerr nonlinearities. The resulting output spectrum is a wide supercontinuum without any sign of VRS, which agrees with experimental observations [19, 20, 22] . In contrast, in the 50 ps case, Fig. 9(c,d) , shows the clear appearance of a VRS peak, but the broadening of both the pump and the VRS bands are considerably less than in Fig. 7. 
Conclusions and discussion
In this work, we have studied the nonlinear dynamics of nonlinear picosecond pulse evolution in state-of-the-art air-filled hollow core fibers. We have tested three different fiber types, HC-PBGF, HC-TF and HC-KF to explore the different behaviors and examine the influence of fiber characteristics on the results. In order to observe simultaneously Kerr and Raman effects and extensively model the nonlinear dynamics in air, we have selected input pulses of a few picosecond pulse duration; 6 ps pulses with a maximum energy of 250 µJ at 1030 nm from a commercial tabletop laser (TruMicro 5050 © ) were launched into the individual fibers. By comparing results for the HC-PBGF and HC-TF with very different fiber characteristics (i.e. dispersion and loss profile), we attributed the origin of certain sidebands to rotational Raman scattering in Nitrogen. By switching from HC-PBGF to HC-KF, necessary for the exploration of higher input powers, we observed the generation of a new band around VRS frequencies. At even higher powers, the bands around pump and VRS frequencies merged and we achieved a high spectral power density supercontinuum spanning from 850 to 1600 nm. The presented experimental setup is therefore not only a valuable platform to study the pulse propagation dynamics in air-filled HCFs, but potentially also a technologically relevant high power source with power-selectable tunable outputs, ranging from a highly efficient short/long range frequency conversion to broad supercontinuum generation.
To model the experimental results, we have shown that the well-established single damping oscillator (SDO) model is inadequate due to the lack of VRS and an oversimplified RRS interpretation. We have therefore adopted a semi-quantum model for air that not only includes the detailed RRS and VRS responses but that can also be used in conjunction with a standard GNLSE to simulate, very accurately, the broad dynamics of pulse propagation in the air-filled fiber. Using this model, we have simulated the experimental results for HC-KF and HC-TF with very good agreement, and studied the effect of pulse length on the nonlinear propagation dynamics. The model presented here can be used to precisely tailor the fiber design for either maximizing a specific nonlinear phenomenon, or to reduce the pulse distortion and energy dissipation caused by nonlinearity in pulse delivery applications. In future works, we intend to investigate the discrepancy between the model and experimental data for even higher peak power pulses and rotational Raman frequency shifts. 
